CORRESPONDENCE

Spectrum of neurological diseases in Thailand

Spectrum of neurological diseases is essential data for both academic institutions and government organizations. With the information, teaching, research and services can be effectively implemented. It is generally accepted that spectrum of any given disease varies from one geographical location to another. Under the collaboration of the World Federation of Neurology (WFN) Research group on Neurological Education and the Neurological Society of Thailand, we have previously reported a practice study of neurologists in Thailand.1 The advantage of such a study is that it is relatively easy to organize and requires little extra manpower or financial resources. However, as a basis to determine the pattern of neurological diseases in a geographical area, it is dependant on the referral habit, the way neurology is being practised in the particular area and may not correspond to the epidemiological data.2 It is also influenced by the patient’s perception of illness and the help-seeking behaviour.

25 neurologists in different regions of Thailand were approached to complete a practice diary of all patient encounters during one specified week in December, 1989. 23 neurologists fulfilled the criteria for data analysis. A total of 1700 patients were examined, 48.2% were male and 50.4% female; 57.5% were public patients, 40.7% were private patients; 65.2% were outpatient and 34.1% inpatients; 28.2% were new, 71.8% were old. The spectrum of neurological diseases is as shown in the figure. Cerebrovascular disease (CVD) was the most common neurological disorder encountered (38.4%), followed by headache (9.8%), epilepsy (9.5%) and polyneuropathy (4.6%). Multiple sclerosis on the other hand, was the disease least encountered (0.1%). Non-neurological disorder accounted for 16.8% of the patient encounters.

The spectrum of neurological diseases seen in Thailand is basically the same as a similar study done in United Kingdom.3 The striking difference is the high percentage of CVD (38.4%) and low percentage of multiple sclerosis (0.1%) in the patient encounters for the neurologists in Thailand as compared to United Kingdom. CVD and multiple sclerosis each accounts for roughly 6% of the patient encounter for the neurologists in United Kingdom. The high patient encounters with CVD in Thailand is likely to be due to the readiness of Thai neurologists in caring for stroke patients; it is probably also a reflection of high incidence of the CVD in Thailand. Although the incidence of CVD is on a decline in developed countries, it remains the same or even on an increase in many of the poorer countries.4-9 The prevalence of multiple sclerosis is low in Orientals,4-9 probably due to racial and genetic factors.

All neurologists who participated in the project were fully employed by the Thai Government. According to the Thai medical practice, a neurologist functions as an internist as well as a neurologist.1 In addition, they also function as general practitioners in their own private clinics outside government office hours. This explains why non-neurological cases accounted for 16.8% of the patient encounters.

The population of Thailand was 55.9 million with 75 qualified neurologists during the study in 1989. The current population is 60 million with more than 130 neurologists. Other than the recent increase in the number of AIDS-related problems, the spectrum of neurological disease and the pattern of neurology practice remains largely the same.
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- tremor: 0.1
- multiple sclerosis: 0.1
- spinal cord compression: 0.1
- hydrocephalus: 0.1
- brain tumor: 0.2
- head injury: 0.3
- motor neuron disease: 0.6
- encephalitis: 0.6
- myopathy: 0.8
- encephalopathy: 0.8
- dementia: 1.4
- meningitis: 1.5
- spondylosis: 1.8
- neuralgia: 1.8
- psychiatric: 1.9
- dizziness & giddiness: 2.0
- myasthenia gravis: 2.4
- Parkinson disease: 4.2
- polyneuropathy: 4.8
- epilepsy: 9.8
- headache: 9.8
- non-neurologic: 16.8
- cerebrovascular disease: 38.4%
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